A State of Mind.

El Gouna is a Red Sea coastal destination that encourages relaxed resort-like sophistication. Property
owners know they have invested in a beautiful ‘El Gouna’ way of life – filled with inspiring possibilities.
Residents form a vibrant multinational, child-friendly community that have chosen this distinct town
for their permanent home or preferred holiday haven.

El Gouna has earned its reputation as being an ideal
playground for both visitors and a community seeking a
cosmopolitan lifestyle.

El Gouna is a fully integrated, self-sufficient town, adhering to the highest global standards.
Accommodating an international hospital, 2 championship golf courses, 17 reputable hotels, coworking facilities, a landing strip, spas and banks, the town is mindful to everybody’s needs. El Gouna
has become a favored residential destination in the last decade.

Reputed for its perfect year round weather, shimmering turquoise lagoons,
coral reefs and stretching coastlines, El Gouna is a destination conducive to
healthy living. Watersports and aquatic activities are possible all year round
due to the sheltering influence of a reef headland. Watersport facilities and
dive centers are located throughout the town. El Gouna is an international kite
surfing destination.
Home to 3 marinas, including the Abu Tig Marina, boat owners pursue their
nautical adventures freely, without interruption. El Gouna is a very child-centric
community, providing safe environments for them to be pleasantly entertained
so that children of all ages can have the time of their life. Residents and guests
are spoilt for choice on the gastronomy front. Over 100 restaurants, bars and
eateries make up a refined culinary scene. Cultural events and festivals are also
popular occurrences.
El Gouna was honored with the Global Green Town Award, sponsored by
the United Nations Environment Program, – having achieved the substantial
measures required within the field of environmental sustainability.
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Coastal Living
Redefined.
Imagine a home, elevated 15 meters above sea level and
nestled upon a hill overlooking the most magnificent
picturesque views of El Gouna.

This peaceful haven presents opportunities for life redefined. Established
with a grand vision, world renowned design firm ‘TVS design’ are the master
planners behind this unique sanctuary. Adding to it Alchemy Design Studio’s
vision promising spectacular designs that are a retreat for an inspiring
bespoke lifestyle.
The project sets the tone for the most distinctive living experience in El
Gouna, presenting contemporary luxury of indoor and outdoor spaces,
extravagant views of the Marinas and open sea and dedicated service
culture. Abu Tig Hill residents are vowed utmost privacy, exclusive views and
care of the highest degree. Being a part of this elevated plateau provides
access to a celebrated El Gouna coastal lifestyle beyond compare.
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TVS Design is a diverse international design practice founded
in 1968 by 3 partners who focused on technical, business and
design excellence. Today the Atlanta based firm and staff of
150 continue to deliver inspiring designs globally. The company
formulates the integrated delivery of architecture and design
– creating projects that merge both the interior and exterior
environments. This pursuit of excellence was recognized in
2002, when the company received the “AIA National Firm of
the Year” award.
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An Uplifting
Landmark.
Abu Tig Hill is uniquely luxurious
given that the entire project is home to
only 6 building residences, totaling 32
tailored units.
The community can stroll through the ornate
gardens at their leisure, passing through dynamic
walking trails formed by the tiered landscape
leveling. The handpicked greenery will include
beautifully crafted sculptures and artistic
monumental landmarks throughout the grounds.
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Exclusively Central.
Poised between El Gouna’s two famed marinas, Abu Tig Hill is a
stunning tribute to refined coastal living.

Commanding spectacular views of the Red Sea from an elevated summit, Abu Tig Hill is the crowning
glory of El Gouna. Plentiful dining options, active social settings and welcoming ambiances are a
winning combination at Abu Tig Marina and are less than 4 minutes by foot. Foodies will believe they
are in culinary heaven. Those seeking the clubs and nightlife are also fully catered to. Yacht owners and
enthusiasts can enjoy instantaneous Red Sea living and be moments away from their moored boats.

* Real view image

* Real view image

Elevated
Hospitality.
Effortless living is the philosophy behind the
Abu Tig Hill way of life.

The project meets the demands of the most discerning
resident who seeks an ultimate El Gouna experience.
The Abu Tig Hill community will enjoy dedicated service
and leisure offerings of the highest caliber. Residents will
receive full facility management and serviced apartments.
Homeowners will be in good hands as La Maison Bleue,
El Gouna’s upscale boutique hotel, will be presenting their
reputed hospitality offerings exclusively to the residents.
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La Maison Bleue will provide attentive housekeeping and in-room dining services.
Residents will also have access to the hotel’s Spa, Turkish bath and outdoor pool. The
La Maison Bleue concierge team will assist requests when seeking privileged passage
into the exclusive offerings presented in El Gouna. Whether pursuing reservations at
elite restaurants in town, tickets to the most desirable concerts and events, or simply
organizing water and sporting adventures, the devoted concierge service will ensure
residents’ needs are fulfilled.
El Gouna is home to many spa and wellness facilities to keep everyone feeling and
looking their absolute best. Workout routines are easily accessible. The Abu Tig Hill
community will not have their regular fitness rituals interrupted, as they will enjoy a 2
year complimentary membership at LAX physical fitness center.
To take effortless living one step further, an Abu Tig Hill mobile app will be developed
so that residents will always be able to access valuable information or make
reservations momentarily. The app has full home automation capabilities.
If homeowners are in need of a plumber, electrician or handyman, El Gouna has a
fully qualified facility team that employs professionals that service residences in the
town. Every conceivable need that a resident may require has been planned and
considered well in advance.
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The
High Life.
Residents will discover total harmony within their
surroundings. An infinity lap pool, sauna and Jacuzzi
are available and set to overlook the breathtaking
views. A BBQ area is set up exclusive to owners
allowing gatherings in an indulgent ambiance for
socializing or simply chilling out.
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Founded in 1997 by Karim Mekhtigian, Alchemy Design Studio started
out as an interior and product design office. Today, Mekhtigian along
with Mohamed Fares his partner, manage the firm and stand among
the top architectural design firms in the country. Beyond decorative
function, their designs focus on human space and are based on
solid philosophies that evoke new spatial logic and stimulate selfexpression.
Alchemy’s impressive track record in art directing projects speaks for
itself. Setting a theme and creating the visceral resonance of how a
certain project feels, they create spaces that convey a core message
by stimulating moods, producing contrasts and speaking directly to
the audience’s emotions.
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DOUBLE HEIGHT APARTMENT

DOUBLE HEIGHT APARTMENT

DOUBLE HEIGHT APARTMENT

MASTER BEDROOM

M A S T E R B AT H R O O M
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PENTHOUSE APARTMENT

PENTHOUSE APARTMENT

PENTHOUSE APARTMENT

MASTER BEDROOM

M A S T E R B AT H R O O M

ROOF VIEW
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S TA N DA R D A P A R T M E N T
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GARDEN VIEW

GARDEN VIEW

ROOF VIEW

Residents can effortlessly enter and exit Abu Tig Hill. The
underground parking is a first of its kind in El Gouna. Easily
accessed and not disruptive to the surrounding scenery,
the parking area operates on an automated gating system,
providing 2 spots for each residence ensuring a thoughtful
solution to uncomplicated living. The underground complex
PARKING & STORAGE AREA

also contains dedicated storage rooms.

High Tech
Fittings.
Stylish, sleek interior design and the latest gadgetry one
could possibly need are an impressive part of the Abu
Tig Hill appeal.
Residences are fitted with everything homeowners need to enhance their
comfort. Communicating is effortless as each unit has fiber Internet cable
wiring reaching up to 100 mbps for two years at no cost. Wi-fi Internet can
be accessed from every room and Triple Play connections are also installed.
Provisions for full home automation will be available and can be accessed using
a smart phone that controls the settings of each space, such as motorized
curtains, light control, air conditioning and access control allowing full door
locking functions. Residents can also enjoy a complimentary two-year
subscription to OSN and Bein Sports.
In the colder months, fireplaces and vent free fireboxes are installed for a
pleasing aesthetic and environment, automatically emphasizing the relaxed
cozy charm of the living spaces. It is hard to imagine how life could be more
indulgent or enjoyable.
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Orascom Development Holding (ODH), the Group holding company
headquartered in Switzerland, is a leading developer of fully integrated
destinations; featuring hotels, private villas and apartment compounds,
leisure facilities, outdoor offerings; such as golf courses and marinas and
all necessary infrastructures. Over several decades ODH has developed
many global destinations. The company’s diversified portfolio of
destinations is spread over seven jurisdictions; Egypt, UAE, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, Montenegro, Morocco and Oman.
ODH has developed 10 operating destinations; the most renowned being
El Gouna on the Red Sea coast and Andermatt in Switzerland.The Cove in
Ras Al Khaimah in UAE, Jebal Sifah, Hawana Salalah in Oman and Lustica
Bay in Montenegro are also other noteworthy destinations ODH has
successfully developed. ODH currently owns 34 hotels, totaling 8,008
rooms. Properties are run by Orascom Development third-party hotel
management companies. Overall, the company controls a land bank of
approximately 100.3 million meters square.
Orascom Hotels and Development (OHD) a subsidiary of ODH is an
integrated developer of resort towns in Egypt. OHD currently owns a land
bank of 45.7 million sqm distributed over four Destinations; El Gouna on
the Red Sea Coast, Taba Heights in the Sinai Peninsula and Makadi in the
Red Sea district, and Byoum in Al Fayoum.

EGYPT
1 El Gouna, Red Sea
2 Taba Heights, Sinai
3 Haram City, 6th of October
4 Makadi, Red Sea
5 Al Fayoum
6 Qena Gardens, Qena
7 Amoun Island, Aswan

SWITZERLAND
13 Andermatt, Swiss Alps

U.A.E
8 The Cove, Ras Al Khaimah

MONTENEGRO
16 Lustica Bay, Tivat

OMAN
9 Jebel Sifah
10 Hawana Beach
11 As Sodah Islan
12 City Walk, Muscat

MOROCCO
14 Chibka
UNITED KINGDOM
15 Eco-Bos, Cornwall

Andermatt
Swiss Alps.
Andermatt Swiss Alps Development is one of
Orascom Development’s most successful visions and
upscale destinations.
The Andermatt Swiss Alps Development has become one of the best yearround destinations in Switzerland. The destination is home to the revered -5star
deluxe hotel, Chedi Andermatt. In 2017 it was awarded ‘The Best Winter Hotel of
Switzerland’ by the national Swiss newspaper ‘Sonntags Zeitung’. It also received
an award from the influential French restaurant guide, Gault Millau.
Set in spectacular surroundings the project includes an ecologically designed
championship -18hole golf course, modernized ski facilities and ski areas. Every
building in the development was individually designed by 1 of over 30 selected
Swiss and international architects to create a beautiful eclectic ascetic within the
master planner resort.
The Chedi Residences in Andermatt were built to ensure owners enjoy their
vacation property whilst receiving exclusive -5star hospitality services. The
penthouses present stylish living opportunities of the highest caliber and are
prime investment properties. The Chedi Residences allow owners to live their
bespoke lifestyles on one of the region’s most desirable mountains. Residences
are serviced by one of the most exclusive hotels in the alps; always keeping
the owners’ privacy in mind. A -24hour concierge, engaging restaurants and
contemporary fitness and spa facilities all formulate a perfect ‘Chedi experience.’
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Headquarters:
Nile City Towers, South Tower,
2005A Corniche El Nil, Cairo, Egypt. 11221
Tel: (+20) 2 2461 8999
El Gouna Sales Offices:
Abu Tig Marina / Kafr El Gouna
Tel/Fax: (+20) 65 358 0067
Internal Extension: 77939, 32005 or 32041
E-mail: info@orascomhd.com
Website: www.residences.elgouna.com

Call center: 16595

* All images used have been taken in El Gouna

